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                 Philosophy                
                 Imagine it is the year 3023. Over the last thousand years, startling advances have been made in nanotechnology. A company called Supramentis is the largest publicly traded company devoted to implantin                Imagine it is the year 3023. Over the last thousand years, startling advances have been made in nanotechnology. A company called Supramentis is the largest publicly traded company devoted to implantin

                Introduction to the Philosophy of Mind   1. What is the Philosophy of Mind?  Broadly speaking, the philosophy of mind is concerned with the study of consciousness. Aside from the general issue of what consciousness is, it is concerned with a variety of questions  including but not limited to:  • Metaphysical Questions: In what manner does consciousness exist? Is consciousness  fundamentally physical? Is consciousness identical to the human brain? Is consciousness  reducible to a specific part of the human brai n?  • Epistemological Questions: Can neuroscience tell us everything there is to know about  consciousness? Is introspection the most reliable means of understanding what consciousness is and who I am? Is seeing brain states the same thing as seeing mental sta tes?  • Questions of Artificial Intelligence: Could computers one day have consciousness? Can  computers think? Can computers understand creative or imaginative thinking?  • Questions of Personal Identity: What’s the relationship between my personal identity  and consciousness? To what extent can my personal identity remain the same across  time? In cases where humans have permanently lost consciousness (such as those in persistent vegetative states), do they still have the same personal identity? Are they still persons?   2. Main Positions in the Philosophy of Mind  (a) Dualism: As a metaphysical theory generally, dualism is the view that reality consists of two  primary substances: physical things and non -physical things. As a thesis within the philosophy  of mind, it is the view that mind and body are fundamentally different substances, with mind  being non -physical and body being physical. Descartes , who you will read in this section of the  course, is generally read as a kind of dualist   (b) Monism : As a metaphysical theory generally, monism is the view that reality consists of one  fundamental substance. Monism can generally be divided into two camps:  • Idealism: Idealists deny the reality of the physical world and instead insist that only  the contents of o ne’s consciousness – that is, ideas – exist.  • Materialism: Materialists hold that only physical or material things exist. There is a  variety of different kinds of materialism. Two prominent ones (dis cussed in the  Frank Jackson essay in this module) are:  o Id entity materialism: holds that consciousness is identical to the human  brain and that complete knowledge of the human brain will ultimately yield complete knowledge of human consciousness  o Functionalism: holds that consciousness has multiple realizability, i.e., that it  can be instantiated on a wide range of physical systems provided that such systems exhibit functions or behaviors that play the same functional roles as consciousness or mental states            
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                Fast and convenient

                Simply post your question and get it answered by professional tutor within 30 minutes. It's as simple as that!
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                Any topic, any difficulty

                We've got thousands of tutors in different areas of study who are willing to help you with any kind of academic assignment, be it a math homework or an article. 
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